In view of the current interest in construction history as a new area of interdisciplinary research, it seems important to become acquainted with the work that has been carried out in this field. Construction history as an independent scientific discipline is of rather long duration in Russia and is directly linked to the specific nature of the state-sponsored development of academic scholarship and new applied research areas during the Soviet period. Becoming acquainted with this work broadens one's understanding of the history of science and technology in the twentieth century, and integrating the Soviet experience into current general European research begins to serve as the basis for further work.

CONSTRUCTION HISTORY AS AN ELEMENT OF NATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS: 1933 - 1956

The previously unseen scale of the construction undertaken in the Soviet Union during the first five-year plan for the country's industrialisation (1928-1933) made the building industry one of the most important areas in the programme for the socialist transformation of the national economy (Khazanova, 1980; Volchok, 1980). The All-Union Academy of Architecture of the USSR was created in 1933 in order to solve new problems relating to construction and architecture. The Academy, under its original charter, was a scientific-research and higher educational institution in the field of architecture and construction and supplemented the activities of the USSR Academy of Sciences.

The main goal of establishing the Academy was linked to the ideologically motivated review of the creative tenets of Soviet architecture and the emergence from the "cosmopolitan" period of the 1920s, and the beginning of the 1930s. As in a number of European countries, the architecture of the radical avant-garde period (today well known as the high point in the development of Russian architecture - e.g. Cook, 1995) was subjected to a basic revision in these years. The newly created Academy viewed the new tasks in the field as "moving architecture away from bare technicism and striving to create authentic artistic expressiveness combining lofty ideological content with functional truth". The task of "adopting the cultural heritage of the architecture of the classical periods and creating on that basis the new artistic language of Soviet architecture" (The Ten Years of the Academy 1944, p. 8) assumed fundamental importance in educational and scientific activities. Therefore, the new Academy's work programme from the beginning provided for a
thorough study of the historical aspects of the experience of the peoples of the USSR and other countries in the field of architecture and construction.

In its structure and the names of its departments, the new Soviet Academy in its initial stage (1933-1941) clearly gravitated towards recreating the structure of the European academic institutions of the previous centuries. Scientific research was conducted in "offices" ("кабинеты"). In addition to the architectural offices (theory, history, the scientific bases for architectural design according to building type) set up in 1934, offices dealing with the development of the technological aspects of architecture - industrial construction/buildings, decoration and ceramic work as well as building technology in general (under the direction of A. V. Kuznetsov) - were opened here in the first years of the Academy's work. The Academy's structure also included an architectural museum, a library, a doctoral programme and its own publishing house.

The task of the Office of Building Technology was "to assist in introducing the best achievements of construction technology into architectural design and construction and to find new, highly rational and economical structural elements" (Ten Years of the Academy 1944, p. 45). The basis of its work during the Academy's initial stage was the study of the history of building technology and the experience acquired in that field. This can be seen in particular in the titles of the first scientific research works, which include such topics as "Construction Technology of the Renaissance up to Alberti", "Structures and the Development of Architectural Forms", "Wooden Domes", "Rigid Frames and the Structures of High-Rise Buildings (all in 1934); "The Technical Bases of Architectural Forms", "The Architectural and Structural Qualities of Reinforced-Concrete Frame Structures" (all in 1935); as well as a number of others. During the pre-war period, the Office of Building Technology published diverse materials analyzing general principles in the development of building structures ranging from the stone arches of Central Asian architecture and the wooden ceilings of Russian classicism to complex metal structures and others (Ten Years of the Academy 1944, pp. 45-46, 84-96; see also References).

The active construction work in the period of industrialisation and the studies carried out by the Academy of Architecture as the country's new scientific centre for knowledge in the field of architecture and construction, had already in the 1930s clearly influenced the introduction of new academic courses, particularly those elucidating the concepts and development of building technology. For example, in 1935 the Moscow Civil Engineering Institute published the first textbook on construction history for higher engineering academic institutions (Milonov 1937). Prior to this, in spite of individual books and textbooks on the history of construction (Petrov, 1869; Radivanovsky, 1916; Kuznetsov, 1930 et al.) questions relating to construction history were hardly given consideration in higher engineering schools.

The outbreak of the Second World War radically changed the thematic content of the Academy's work. On a decision by the Government, it was evacuated to Chimkent in the Kazakh SSR. Owing
to their constant expansion, the offices, starting in 1940, began to serve as the basis for scientific research centres that were beginning to be set up. The Office of Building Technology was transformed into an institute with the same title in 1942. Work in the field of building technology focused on developing new structures for the rapid assembly-line production of prefabricated houses and urgent questions relating to the large-scale evacuation of industry to the country's eastern regions. It is interesting to note that the war temporarily changed the critical attitude regarding "Western" science and practice that was already evident in Soviet research in the 1930s and the tendency to affirm national priorities in the development of new scientific areas. For example, in analysing questions relating to housing construction, the Institute of Building Technology at that time actively drew upon American experience in low-rise standardised construction. The frameless residential buildings developed here from factory panels on the basis of plywood and aluminium insulating material to a large extent followed the principles used in American construction, in particular the Package House System of Konrad Wachsmann and Walter Gropius (1939-1945). At the same time, under the supervision of A.V. Kuznetsov the compilation of a catalogue of industrial building materials and products "on the model of the American SWIT catalogue" (Ten Years of the Academy, p. 18) was begun.

After the victory in the Second World War, during the latter half of the 1940s, the research by the Academy of Science and the Academy of Architecture displayed an increased tendency towards a general affirmation of the priority of Russia in developing science and technology. Paradoxical as this may seem, today it can be said that achieving this completely ideologized task of Stalin's internal policy made it possible to write a number of works on the history of the main areas of Russian technology. They were begun by the Academy of Science in the 1930s within the framework of the work of the "Commission on the Marxist History of Technology". The Commission defined for a long time the methodological bases for considering the development of technology, which up to the 1980s was immutably linked to the interpretation of history that was traditional for historical and dialectical materialism through the prism of the succession of "socio-economic systems". The need to follow this approach is demonstrated by the titles of the first studies by the USSR Academy of Science begun in the 1930s (Milonov, 1934; Mitkevich, 1936).

In the period after the Second World War, the "Academy of Science's Commission on the History of Technology" continued the work of its predecessor. In addition to work with archive and printed sources, expeditionary studies were conducted for the first time on the concrete sites in Siberia, the Urals and the Altai region. The results were published in the work "Russian Technology", presented as "the first consolidated study devoted to the creativity of the Russian people in the field of technology" (Danilevsky, 1948, p.3). The book was published twice in the course of two years (fig. 1). Written at the height of the infamous period of Soviet post-war history known as the "struggle against cosmopolitanism", the monograph is characterized by an artificially overstated "patriotic" orientation. This can be seen from the very titles of individual sections - "Russian metal", "Russian technology", Russian mechanics" and so forth - which nevertheless also contain exhaustive new
material on the history of individual fields of technology. As the author pointed out in the preface, he had not sought to compare Russian experience with that of other countries since that constituted "a subject for subsequent independent research dedicated to a general history of technology". Such a study, however, never came to fruition in the Soviet Union during the 1940s and 1950s.

CONSTRUCTION HISTORY AND BUILDING TECHNOLOGY AS A SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THE INDUSTRIALISATION OF CONSTRUCTION: 1956 - 1970

After the grotesquely ideologised command system of the end of the 1940s and the beginning of the 1950s disappeared from Soviet science, studies on the history of science and technology, including building technology, not only continued but they were also more in-depth. The forced transition from representative "Stalinist" architecture to mass industrial construction methods - first and foremost, prefabricated housing, one of the symbols of the Krushchev period - helped to move building technology to the forefront of questions relating to architecture and construction. In accordance with the new tasks undertaken, the Academy of Architecture was transformed into the USSR Academy of Architecture and Construction in 1956. Research work and the development of new architectural and structural solutions for making the country's construction industry into a single system were divided according to the main types of structures and conducted in 18 independent scientific research institutes and their branches in Union republics (Zvorykin 1981, pp. 163-192).

In 1956, these studies on construction history were assigned to an independent area of research (under the direction of G. M. Lyudvig), which broadened the new profile of the Scientific Research...
Institute on the Theory and History of Architecture and Building Technology in Moscow (from 1963 on widely known as the Central Institute on the Theory and History of Architecture or ZNIITIA). At the same time, research on construction history was also conducted in a number of higher educational institutions in the field of construction. General questions relating to the history of science and technology remained the province of the Institute on the History of Natural Science and Technology of the Academy of Sciences and its branches. In the second half of the 1950s, a number of thematic collections of scholarly works were prepared and produced. Published by both the Academy of Sciences (Kuznetsov, 1956) and the Academy of Architecture (Lyudvig, 1961), they differed little in content, continuing to gather material on Russian technology, with an obvious emphasis now on the development of construction materials, the typification of construction, and industrial archaeology.

A real qualitative leap forward in studying the history of science and technology in the Soviet Union occurred at the beginning of the 1960s - at the height of a new period of Soviet political history. At this time, most of the topics that had been dealt with in previous decades were taken to the logical conclusion possible under the circumstances. The results were published in the form of exhaustive monographs that explained in detail the development of a number of the main branches of the history of science and technology. An initial acquaintance with a bibliography of Soviet publications on the subject (see References) shows that, from the end of the 1950s, books, textbooks and collections of articles appeared within short intervals on the history of the strength of materials (Timoshenko, 1957), structural mechanics (Bernshtein, 1957), architecture (Michailov, 1958/1963), mechanical engineering (Chekanov/Sokolsky, 1961), mathematics and mechanics (Grigoryan, 1963) and a number of others as well as two general monographs on the history of technology and the history of building technology - without which the presentation of this paper's topic would hardly have been feasible.

It should be pointed out that all the works that appeared in these years had been largely freed from the ideological conventions of the previous decades, particularly the defence of national priorities as goals of historical research. Nevertheless, they obviously did not pursue the task of reviewing or expanding their methodological basis, which essentially remained unchanged since the 1930s even during the new period of history.

The most complete Soviet monograph on the history of technology appeared in 1962, intended as a comprehensive scholarly exposition of the topic (Zvorykin, 1962). Referring to previous publications, the preface alludes to the equally well-known national monograph on the subject (Danilevsky, 1948), and the five-volume "History of Technology" published in England, which, as claimed by the authors, contained obvious methodological discrepancies in the definition of basic concepts. Despite its presentation, which today seems gratuitously ideologised - four parts of the work corresponded to the separate "socio-economic stages" in the development of society and their "modes of production" - the monograph contained clearly structured material which provided a
comprehensive view of the development of the main fields of technology and the contributions of
ingen individual countries in that regard. Beginning with an overview of simple work tools in primitive
societies, the book ends with the appearance of nuclear technology. The final chapter dwells on the
problems of the social consequences of the development of technology. In each section, together
with the technology of handicrafts, agriculture, mining, metallurgy, mechanical engineering and
others, the general evolution of the corresponding building technology is also considered.

A no less exhaustive study on construction history (Ivanov, 1962) appeared at practically the same
time as the general work on the history of technology. Presented as the first textbook for higher
educational institutions in the field of civil engineering, the book, which contains 560 pages and
was printed with a run of 12,000 copies, remains the most comprehensive attempt to expound the
main aspects of construction history as an independent technical discipline. Participation as
reviewers by staff members of the Institute on the Theory and History of Architecture and Building
Technology most probably helped to develop the book's structure, which relates to the problems of
building technology without touching upon questions concerning architecture and other plastic arts
(fig. 2). The authors of the textbook were professors and teachers from one of the country's oldest
educational institutions - the Leningrad Institute of Civil Engineering (founded in 1832): V. F.
Ivanov, N. N. Aistov, K. V. Sakhnovsky, N. A. Smirnov and S. M. Shifrin, who were the country's
leading specialists at that time in the field of metal, wooden and reinforced-concrete structures and
foundations as well as construction management.

The textbook History of Building Technology combines traditional Soviet historiography and a
comprehensive analysis of the development of the most important types of structures, building
materials and construction works in contemporary building industry. The first section of the book
surveys the development of building technology from primitive society up to the beginning of the
18th century. Its main part provides materials illustrating construction practice in the ancient world.
The second part of this section explains the development of building technology in Russia from the
first information derived from chronicles to the start of the 18th century - the point marking the
beginning of the radical political and economic reforms of Peter I. Subsequent chapters deal in
sequential order with the appearance and development of wooden, stone, wrought iron and steel and
reinforced concrete structures (figs. 3 and 4). Individual chapters deal with the development of
earthworks, the building of foundations and, in conclusion, the development of decorative
techniques and sanitary engineering. Bridge building and hydraulic structures - traditionally
independent fields of engineering - were deliberately excluded from consideration. An exhaustive
bibliography was included at the end of each chapter.

The preparation of such an "encyclopaedic" research study gave its authors the opportunity to put
forward the contemporary view on the development of the main fields of building technology and,
to some extent, construction science. The book's merits include an attempt to depict building
technology as an independent field of knowledge and to propose the basis for systematising it, with
account taken of construction practice at that time. The chapters, which were written by various specialists, provide, despite differences in structure and form of presentation, a rather comprehensive picture of the origin of the main types of building construction (figs. 5-7). They also depict the development of building technology and the bases of calculation methods and construction management. The factual data provided in the book, including the specially prepared drawings, are still most interesting. Although the data in the section on the experience of "Western" countries is synoptic in nature, almost all the materials relating to the development of Russian and Soviet practice are based on research work conducted over many years and are today of significant scholarly interest.
Figure 3. Ivanov 1962: title pages of sections 1, 2 and 3 (Construction History up to the 18th Century; The Development of Earthworks; The Development of Foundation Engineering)

Figure 4. Ivanov, 1962: title pages of sections 5, 6 and 7 (Stone Structures since the 18th Century; Metal Structures; Reinforced-Concrete Structures)
Figure 5. Ivanov 1962: section of *Metal Structures* - development up to the middle of the 19th century
(example of presentation of material – pp. 313, 318)

Figure 6. Ivanov 1962: section of *Metal Structures* - development in the second half of the 19th century
(example of presentation of material – pp. 333, 334)
Two years after the publication of *The History of Building Technology*, a new work on the same subject appeared on the Soviet market (Miloslavsky, 1964). The preparation of two largely identical publications within the centralised planning system for book production illustrates the official interest in popularising the topic of "construction history" in the Soviet Union in the 1960s. The new book essentially provided a simplified version of the first textbook and was also presented as a textbook for secondary educational institutions - technical schools for architecture and construction. The main section of the book, dedicated to "building technology and architecture in the USSR", represents an attempt to find a new way of presenting materials on construction history. Each chapter in this section first shows the state of building technology during a specific period. This is followed by a description of the architecture corresponding to each period through the prism of building technology.

The dynamic development of construction practice in the Soviet Union in those years and the evident convergence of the principles of "post-Stalinist" architecture with those of post-war Western Europe were accompanied by structural changes in the organisation of construction science. In 1963, the Academy of Architecture and Construction (its very name sounded more than antiquated at that time) was abolished. The many design and research institutes attached to it were transferred to Gosstroj (having the functions of a federal ministry of construction) and a number of
its Committees, primarily the State Committee for Construction and Architecture. The organizational changes at the beginning of the 1960s did not fundamentally affect the subject matter dealt with in the work of individual institutes. The study of "the achievements of, and prospects for the development of building technology" continued to be among the main areas of the scientific research carried out by the Committee on Construction and Architecture concerning the "theory of Soviet architecture" (Zavorykin, 1981, p. 168).

Developing the research of earlier years, in 1964 the Scientific Research Institute on the Theory and History of Architecture and Building Technology published *Studies on the History of Building Technology in Russia in the 19th and the Beginning of the 20th Centuries* (Lyudvig/Vlasyuk, 1964). Prepared in the traditional form of a collection of articles on the topic, this publication today remains one of the best-known works on construction history published in the Soviet Union (fig. 8). The collection consists of two parts, which correspond to the two historical periods of the "development of capitalism" in Russia: 1800-1861 and 1861-1914. The temporal demarcation indicates a major historical milestone linked to the intensive urbanization of Russia following the emancipation of the peasants. The correlation between the industrial revolution and the structural and technical basis of architecture in Russia was in actual fact first revealed through extensive new material primarily from the little known areas of industrial construction and engineering structures.

![Figure 8. Lyudvig/Vasyuk 1964: cover and section title pages](image)

The reason for the book's success was the felicitous combination of construction history with research on new architectural and theoretical issues. The architecture of the second half of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries was related to them from the viewpoint of an analysis of Russian architecture. The analysis of the correlation between structures and architectural form, however, became even more important in those years. The relevance of this
question increased the broad interest of professional circles in the development and study of new areas in architectural and construction practice - "spatial structures" (Morozov, 1977). Extensive work on the subject of spatial structures, which had been actively expanding for almost 30 years, gave rise to a number of new architectural and technological questions, and the search for answers to them significantly broadened the terms of reference of construction history in the Soviet research institutes of that time.


The final two decades of the Soviet period were characterised by the complete shift of research on construction history to the sphere of activities of the scientific research institutes of the State Committee on Construction and Architecture. The section dealing with the technical problems of architecture of the Central Research Institute on the Theory and History of Architecture (ZNIITIA) in Moscow (under the direction of Y. S. Lebedev) coordinated and supervised the work being conducted, in which institutes in Leningrad and Kiev also participated. Accordingly, research topics increasingly focused on such subjects such as the architecture of the second half of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries, the link between structures (technology) and architectural form as well as an analysis of the early stages of Soviet architecture.

Unlike the work carried out during the 1950s and 1960s, the new research, while remaining within the bounds of "Marxist methodology", was already focusing on a comprehensive (historical, sociological and philosophical) understanding of the technological innovations in construction. Assessing the role of technology in the development of architecture, it sought to shift away from the simplistic schematisation of the impact of science and technology on architecture. Instead of the traditional "historical evolutionary" consideration of the problem, an "historical-logical" model for research was put forward, which was to be more in accordance with the complex processes in the "creative synthesis" of building technology and architectural designing (Lebedev, 1977, pp. 3-9).

The collective monographs *Structure and Form in Russian Architecture of the 19th and the Beginning of the 20th Centuries* (Lebedev, 1977) and *Structure and Form in Soviet Architecture* (Volchok, 1980) were among the first such studies. They both underscore the novelty of the presentation of questions relating to an understanding of the acceptance of building technology in architectural practice and at the same time in the public consciousness. These works also highlight the links between the development of the structural basis of architecture and the state of the science as a whole (Volchok, 1980, pp. 7-44).

Similar questions were also dealt with in the works on the history of the organization of science which appeared in the Soviet Union in the 1980s. The new "system-based" approach focused its attention almost immediately on construction science also. The monograph *The Development of*
Construction Science in the USSR was devoted to analyzing it, seeking to conduct "a comprehensive analysis of the basic stages in the development of construction science in its main areas and primarily during the years of Soviet power" (Zavorykin, 1981, p. 3). The basis for research, as the bibliography specifically indicates, was mainly domestic publications on construction history that appeared after the mid-1950s. By placing them in the context of socio-political development, the author created an original work, which can be ranked among the important and little-known books on the history of science and technology in the Soviet Union (fig. 9).

Among the most informative sections of the monograph is the history of the origin of Soviet construction research and design organizations - from the establishment of the first State scientific institutions in 1918 to the completion, by the beginning of the 1980s, of the process of setting up a broad network of research institutes, educational institutions and laboratories in all fields of construction (Zvorykin, 1981, pp. 88-192). At the same time, the reader gained an understanding of the major stages in the development of calculation methods, building norms, the appearance of technological inventions and architectural controversies, as well as the research-engineer who defined the main areas of construction science at that time (N. S. Streletsky, V. Z. Vlasov, A. F. Lopeit, E. O. Paton, A. A. Gvozdov, N. M. Gersevanov et al.).

Close acquaintance with the monograph on the evolution of Soviet construction science enables one today to see the real mechanisms for the growth of the construction industry in the country. Under centralized State management free of market relations, it invariably followed the changes in the range of general socio-political tasks, which assigned construction the role of an active, but well
controlled, instrument for building the new society. As the book's extensive documentary material clearly demonstrates, throughout the advance of Soviet construction science the questions of the evolution of building technology and construction structures were viewed as a separate national economic issue. For this reason, in considering questions relating to the system-based development of science, Zvorykin's monograph also represented the most comprehensive survey of the progress of building technology in the Soviet Union since 1918, having in essence fully completed the almost 50-year cycle of research studies and publications in this field.

The end of the centralised funding of science following the collapse of the Soviet Union (1990-1993) led to the disappearance of the all-Union network of State institutions responsible for conducting research in individual branches of the national economy. Of the institutes that earlier dealt with questions concerning construction history, only two to date have retained that status - the Scientific Research Institute on the Theory and History of Architecture (ZNIITIA, Moscow) and the Academy of Science's Institute on the History of Natural Science and Technology (Moscow and a branch in St. Petersburg). Work on the subject of the history of building technology, however, has evidently lost its relevance in Russia at the present time and given way to efforts to fill in the numerous thematic and methodological lacunae in the general history of architecture and science history.

While there is obviously little demand for them within the country, Russian materials on construction history have recently begun to supplement Western European research on the subject. For example, at the end of the 1980s and the start of the 1990s, the Institut für Leichte Flachentragwerke of Stuttgart University (IL) launched a programme to study the engineering legacy of V. G. Shukhov, well-known for his pioneering studies in the first decades of the twentieth century in the field of light metal structures (Graefe, 1990). This work was continued through research conducted at Karlsruhe University on early Petersburg chain bridges (1883-1826) connected with the name of the Baden engineer Wilhelm Traitteur. It was followed by work on the European contacts of the Petersburg Corps of the Transport Route Engineers (founded in 1809 by Augustin Betancourt) connected with the name of the Bavarian engineer Carl Friedrich Wiebeking, which was conducted at the Munich East European Institute.

In addition to analytical studies on the subject of construction history and transfer of construction theories and experiences, the possibility of studying unique monuments of building technology in Russia has also given rise to considerable interest. Accordingly, over the past three years, Cottbus University of Brandenburg (BTU Cottbus, Werner Lorenz and el.) has been conducting projects studying the metal-strut beams and other iron roof constructions (1838-1845) of the Winter Palace buildings in Petersburg now comprising the State Hermitage Museum complex. We hope that one of the results of this international work in progress (one of whose stages is the subject of a separate paper at this Conference) will be the fully-fledged return to Russia of the contemporary variant of Construction History, a discipline whose emergence should really have obvious priorities for that country.
SUMMARY

- During the period from the 1930s through the 1980s, wide-ranging research was conducted in the Soviet Union on building technology within the framework of programmes carried out by a number of State institutes (the Academy of Architecture, the Academy of Architecture and Construction, the State Committee on Construction and Architecture and also the Academy of Sciences). The ultimate objective of this research work was the comprehensive development of the construction industry as the basis for building the new socialist society. The solving of new technical problems in the field of architecture was thereby accompanied by systematic research on construction history as an independent part of construction science.

- From the 1930s through the 1960s, construction history in the Soviet Union evolved from a subsidiary theme in architectural history and a basis for documentation that promoted the search for and development of new construction designs into an independent area of technical knowledge, which took its place between the civil engineering, the history of technology and the history of architecture (Ivanov, 1962; Miloslavsky, 1964; and Lyudvig/Vlasyuk, 1964). As a new scientific discipline, building technology developed its own methodology and sphere of application.

  - The methodological basis of building technology as an historical discipline was defined by the postulates of one of the tenets of Marxism - historical materialism, which served as the immutable basis for all Soviet scientific work from the 1930s through the 1980s. Its principles essentially completed the evolutionary-positivist approach to considering individual aspects of man's material and spiritual activities founded by French philosophical empiricism and continued under nineteenth-century European rationalism (Gr. Y-P, 1900). In this sense, Soviet research work on construction history (Ivanov, 1962, et al.) and the development of construction science (Zvorykin, 1981), paradoxical as it might seem, to a large degree completed the cycle of the interpretation of the history and social tasks of architectural and construction practice begun in the second half of the 19th century. As the theoretical works of a number of leading representatives of European architectural and engineering schools have demonstrated - including Klenze, Semper, Hübsch, Wiebeking et al. - they were all gravitating towards a comprehensive, "determinist" assessment of the tasks of construction science and practice and at the same time sought to place it in the service of the State (at that time, of an absolute monarchy).

  - By carrying out academic research work and more precisely generalizing at different levels historical experience in the field of building technology, Soviet science also defined a rather broad field for the practical application of the new discipline. This field included the in-depth training of a professional group of engineer-constructors, the expansion of the basis for joint work by engineers and architects, an analysis of the possible effects of technology on the economic and social progress of (socialist) society.
By generalizing at various levels historical experience in the field of building technology, Soviet science from the 1930s through the 1980s produced a vast body of documentation on Russian and Soviet as well as European construction history that has remained largely unutilized (see References). These works were the result of scholarly activities carried out over the course of many years by numerous "collectives" made up of the staff of State institutions - a situation that is unlikely to be repeated in the near future. An analysis and integration of Soviet publications on construction history in the current general European scientific and professional context can provide significant assistance in carrying out further scientific and practical work on the questions under consideration.

The "history of construction history" in the Soviet Union and Russia essentially illustrates the phenomenon of the emergence, development and, in fact, disappearance (or perhaps depletion) of a new technical discipline. Situated on the boundary between technology and history, it in many ways reflected both the idealism of limitless faith in the in the possibilities of technical progress as well as the social idealism of the twentieth century. The pronounced dogmatism of the methodological principles used contributed to the distinct stagnation of construction history in the Soviet Union as a young discipline. Owing to the country's ideological isolation, they were far removed from the new didactical and methodological searches characteristic of Western European research in the period from the 1950s through the 1970s. Nevertheless, the "history of construction history" in the Soviet Union and Russia can be viewed as an independent chapter in the history of European science in recent time. The historical phenomenon of the "emergence and disappearance" of this discipline in a specific country can be useful in view of the obvious attempt being made - also at the Second International Congress on this topic - to define the role of building technology in the modern science and practice of construction.
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